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 The role of the Supernatural Elements  

 It is not at all difficult to see the role of supernatural elements in this play , 

from the beginning to the end .In the beginning of the play three witches 

appear before Macbeth and Banquo. They greet Macbeth as the thane of 

Glamis, the thane of Cawdor and the future King of Scotland. They also greet 

Banquo as the father of king.  

           Such prophecies made by the supernatural beings do not drag Macbeth 

in the world of crimes. Crimes and murders are the outcome of his 

overpowering ambition and misinterpretation of the prophecies. If Macbeth 

was fated to become a King he would have become without murdering 

Duncan. Macbeth himself did not blame the witches for driving him into the 

world of murder and crime .He believes in their power of foretelling future. So 

he once again meets them for asking his future and the security of his dynasty. 

The witches prophesied his future and left them for him to fulfil by fair or foul 

means. The witches did not tell him to adopt the wrong way. The witches have 

close affinity with Macbeth's inner mind. They symbolize the evil that prevails 

in the heart of Macbeth .They appear to activate the hidden desire of 

Macbeth.  

            The role of the apparitions deserves special comment in this play. When 

Macbeth meets witches next time, three apparitions instead of the witches, 

announce their prophecies. The first spirit the helmeted head bewares 

Macbeth of Macduff. The second spirit the bloody child assures Macbeth that 

no one born of a woman can harm him, and the third apparition, covering his 

head with a branch of a tree assures Macbeth that he could never be harmed 
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until Birnam forest would move to Dunsinane Hill. Each statement has double 

meaning. Had Macbeth be less arrogant, he might have understood the 

meanings of ambiguous statements. But he interpreted the meaning in his 

own interest.  

           Shakespeare creates environment of murder by presenting a fearful 

night. The night itself seems to be charged with some supernatural power. 

Macbeth sees floating dagger in the air. It could be also an effect of 

supernatural power. The effect of seeing dagger could be interpreted as 

Macbeth`s brain was filled with the thought of murder. So he saw a floating 

dagger in the air. The vision of floating dagger symbolizes Macbeth`s 

murderous desire.  

       To conclude the role of the supernatural elements in this play, one can 

safely say that none of the supernatural elements are responsible for dragging 

Macbeth into the world of crime and murder. They symbolize Macbeth's 

hidden desire. So far as the matter of the witches' prophecies is concerned if 

they could not derail Banquo, how can they distract Macbeth from his right 

path? In fact, Macbeth was filled with such desires. The witches provoked his 

suppressed desires. Macbeth was so ambitious that he entered the world of 

crime to become the king of Scotland. The witches only excited his hidden 

desires. The supernatural elements only externalized the innermost desire of 

Macbeth. 

 

 

 

 

 


